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AppleInsider reports that Apple’s full-fledged television set
will arrive at the end of 2012 in three screen sizes, maxing
out at 55 inches, a new rumor claims.

by John Buckley

This month we will look at the App Store for the Mac and
free games for the Mac. In the past, we always did games
in December and here is an easy way to shop for free games
as well as other games and applications. Apple’s App Store
first appeared with OS X 10.6 and has really taken off. If
you have used the iTunes store, then you should be right
at home with the Mac App Store.

Citing sources in Japan, Australia’s SmartHouse reported
that the new Apple television will also come in an
entry-level size of 32 inches. It did not indicate exactly
what screen size the third model would feature, falling
somewhere between the low end with 32 inches and
maximum size of 55 inches.

Also we will set the schedule for the remaining
demonstrations. In addition, we will take a closer look at
what is available on your Mac without adding any software.
To find out what’s happening, GAAB is the place to be. So
be sure to be at our December meeting and every meeting
to find out the best information about the Mac.
Continued on page 6.

Continued on page 6.
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Apple
Ambassador

The Greater Albany Apple Byters is an Apple
Computer User Group. Meetings are held the second
Wednesday of each month (except July and August)
in Room 212 of Troy High School, located on Burdett
Avenue, Troy, NY.
Annual membership fee is $10.00. Membership privileges include this newsletter, access to a large public
domain software and video/audio tape library, local
vendor discounts, special interest groups, and other
special offers.

by John Buckley
The following information is taken from Mac Reviews
(http://mac-reviews.net/), a site that provides information
about Apple products and Apple related products to help
you make informed decisions to best use you technology.
This includes software and hardware reviews including
iPhones, iPods, and iPads.

Contents of The GAB’er are copywriten, all rights
reserved. Original articles may be reprinted by notfor-profit organizations, provided that proper credit
is given to the author, The GAB’er, and a copy of the
publication sent to The GAB’er editor.

Disc Fragmentation

The views expressed herein are the sole responsibility
of each author, and do not necessarily represent the
views of the Greater Albany Apple Byters.
Note: Trademarks used in this newsletter are recognized as trademarks of the representative companies.
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This article is going to be a quick one telling people about
fragmentation, defragmentation, and what these mean for
you. While the words might seem understandable enough
when computer techs throw them around it can be very
confusing for day-to-day computer users. Heavy users
might know more about this type of internal workings
of a computer because they work within disc space, but
for those of us who use the computer to check e-mails,
download songs, and watch the occasional video then what
goes on inside a computer is foreign.

Membership Director
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Basically, disc fragmentation has a lot to do with how
computers save things. While it appears to us that our files
are saved in folders, which are intern saved in other folders
or on the desktop, this isn’t how the actual computer saves
things on the hard drive. When you first turn your computer
on and start using it and saving things then the hard drive
will allocate the ‘saved’ space to wherever it can find it,
and this is usually all together in a neat package. However,
as soon as you start deleting things and making changes
then saving things becomes more and more difficult a task.
When we throw out a file at the office we take it right out
of the cabinet and put in the bin, but computers do things
differently. A digital file can never truly be deleted, it can
just be overwritten. Using the office analogy, this is like
putting the file that you don’t need back into the printer
so you can reuse it. This might be ‘green’ of you, but you
Continued on page 7.
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Internet SIG
How Safe Is Your
Facebook Profile?
by Kim Komando

If you haven’t checked your Facebook
privacy settings lately, it’s time to
revisit them. I’m amazed at how many
people think they’ve taken adequate
precautions, yet I can waltz right onto
their wall or view all their personal
photos, even though I’m not a friend
or even a friend of their friends.
Fortunately, Facebook now places privacy and location
controls next to everything you share. You can choose
who sees your status updates, photos and location before
you even post them.

don’t enter that information in the first place. Remember,
once you let any of those details loose on the Web, they’re
there forever.
As you’re tweaking your profile, you’ll notice there’s a
View As button in the upper right hand corner. This feature
allows you to test how your profile looks to friends and to
the public. When you’re done editing your profile, click
Save Changes.
Now, edit your privacy settings by clicking the upsidedown triangle in the upper right corner of your screen and
selecting Privacy Settings.

You’ll still want to check your default settings. You should
also edit your profile to make sure you’re not sharing
unwanted information. If you’re the parent of a teenager
and you allow them on Facebook, it’s important that you
help them lock down their settings, as well.

Facebook gives you the option to set all your privacy
settings to Public, Friends or Custom. This option will
appear by default when posting content. You can then
change the privacy of each individual post with the inline
audience selector.

Let’s start with the profile. Click your name at the top of
the screen. Then click the Edit Profile button in the upper
right hand corner.

Some apps, such as Facebook for Blackberry, haven’t yet
caught up to the inline audience selector. If that’s your
case, set your mobile default privacy to Friends or Custom.

To the right of every piece of information you can share,
there’s a drop-down menu where you choose Public,
Friends, Only Me or Custom. Facebook calls it the inline
audience selector.

If you’re happy with the global settings, you’re done. But
I recommend looking at all the individual options. You’re
likely to find something else that needs tweaking.

The Public, Friends and Only Me settings should be
self-explanatory. The Custom setting allows you to
choose specific people or lists of people who can see
your information. Alternately, you can choose to hide
information from specific people or lists of people.
Try to strike a balance between having fun and getting
connected, while not becoming a target for stalkers and
identity thieves.
To stay safe, I recommend always setting your address,
birthday, phone number and email to Only Me. Better yet,

Next, visit How Tags Work. I recommend turning on Profile
Review and Tag Review. That way, if a friend tags you in
a post, it won’t automatically appear on your Wall. You
can approve the item first.
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Start with How You Connect and click on Edit Settings.
Here, choose who can look up your profile, send you friend
requests, send you Facebook messages, post on your Wall
and see Wall posts by others. If any settings confuse you,
click the Learn More link.

Continued on page 6.
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Education SIG
Online Learning, Personified
by Somini Sengupta

The following article from the December 4, 2011 New York Times provides a vision of how technology is making a
difference in the classroom. Instead of just providing an electronic classroom, educators are starting to use technology
in new ways to improve the instructional model.
Jesse Roe, a ninthgrade math teacher
at a charter school
here called Summit,
has a peephole into
the brains of each of
his 38 students.
He can see that a
girl sitting against
Jim Wilson/The New York Times
the wall is zipping
through geometry
Salman Khan in the offices of his
exercises; that a boy
company, Khan Academy in Mountain
with long curls over
View, Calif. His math lessons are
his eyes is stuck on
popular on YouTube.
a lesson on long
equations; and that another boy in the front row is getting a
handle on probability.

As schools try to sort out confusing claims about the benefits
of using technology in the classroom, and companies ponder
the profits from big education contracts, Khan Academy may
seem like just another product vying for attention.
But what makes Mr. Khan’s venture stand out is that the
lessons and software tools are entirely free — available to
anyone with access to a reasonably fast Internet connection.
“The core of our mission is to give material to people who
need it,” Mr. Khan said. “You could ask, ‘Why should it be
free?’ But why shouldn’t it be free?”
For now, Mr. Khan’s small team is subsidized by more than
$16.5 million from technology donors, including Bill Gates,
Google, the Silicon Valley Community Foundation and the
O’Sullivan Foundation. He intends to raise an endowment.
And this summer, starting in the Bay Area, where he is based,
he plans to hold an educational summer camp.

Each student’s math journey shows up instantly on the
laptop Mr. Roe carries as he wanders the room. He stops at
each desk, cajoles, offers tips, reassures. For an hour, this
crowded, dimly lighted classroom in the hardscrabble shadow
of Silicon Valley hums with the sound of fingers clicking on
keyboards, pencils scratching on paper and an occasional
whoop when a student scores a streak of right answers.

It is too early to know whether the Khan Academy software
makes a real difference in learning. A limited study with
students in Oakland, Calif., this year found that children who
had fallen behind in math caught up equally well if they used
the software or were tutored in small groups. The research
firm SRI International is working on an evaluation of the
software in the classroom.

The software program unleashed in this classroom is the
brainchild of Salman Khan, an Ivy League-trained math whiz
and the son of an immigrant single mother. Mr. Khan, 35,
has become something of an online sensation with his Kahn
Academy math and science lessons on YouTube, which has
attracted up to 3.5 million viewers a month.

Mr. Khan’s critics say that his model is really a return to rote
learning under a high-tech facade, and that it would be far
better to help children puzzle through a concept than drill it
into their heads.

Now he wants to weave those digital lessons into the fabric
of the school curriculum — a more ambitious and as yet
untested proposition.
This semester, at least 36 schools nationwide are trying out
Mr. Khan’s experiment: splitting up the work of teaching
between man and machine, and combining teacher-led lessons
with computer-based lectures and exercises.

“Instead of showing our students a better lecture, let’s get
them doing something better than lecture,” Frank Noschese,
a high school physics teacher in Cross River, N.Y., wrote on
his blog in June.
But in education circles, Mr. Khan’s efforts have captured
imaginations and spawned imitators. Two Stanford professors
have drawn on his model to offer a free online artificial
intelligence class. Thirty-four thousand people are now taking
the course, and many more have signed up. Stanford Medical
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School, which allows its students to take lectures online if
they want, summoned Mr. Khan to help its faculty spice up
their presentations.
And a New York-based luxury real estate company credited
Mr. Khan with inspiring its profit-making venture: the
Floating University, a set of online courses taught by
academic superstars, repackaged and sold to Ivy League
colleges and eventually to anyone who wants to pay for them.
“What Khan represents is a model that’s tapped into the desire
that everyone has to personalize the learning experience and
get it cheap and quick,” said Jim Shelton, assistant deputy
secretary for innovation and improvement at the Education
Department.
Mr. Shelton predicted that there
would be “a bunch of knockoffs”
that would take the Khan approach
and try to expand on it. “This is
going to spread like wildfire,” he
said.
Mr. Khan grew up in a suburb of
New Orleans, where his mother,
who is from Bangladesh, raised him
on her own by cobbling together a
series of jobs and businesses. He
went to public schools, where, as he
recalls, a few classmates were fresh
out of jail and others were bound for
top universities.

Diane Tavenner, chief of the Summit chain of four charter
schools, said that at first she was ambivalent about using Mr.
Khan’s software. It would require buying laptops for every
student and investing in more Internet capacity. And she
found the Khan Academy model of instructor and blackboard
— albeit a digital one — to be a bit too traditional.
In the past, math class at the Summit schools was always
hands-on: the class worked on a problem, usually in small
groups, sometimes for days at a time. But getting an entire
class of ninth graders to master the fundamentals of math
was never easy. Without those, the higher-level conceptual
exercises were impossible.
That is where the machine came in
handy. The Khan software offered
students a new, engaging way to
learn the basics.
Ms. Tavenner says she believes that
computers cannot replace teachers.
But the computer, she recognizes,
can do some things a teacher cannot.
It can offer personal feedback to
a whole room of students as they
work. And it can give the teacher
additional class time to do more
creative and customized teaching.

Jim Wilson/The New York Times

Jesse Roe, a teacher in the Summit school in San
Jose, can use the teaching software to monitor the
math progress of students like Cheyenne Grant, 14,
right. Top, a lesson on the parts of a cell from a
Khan Academy video on YouTube

Math became his passion. He pored
over textbooks and joined the
math club. He came to see math as
storytelling. “Math is a language for
thinking,” he said, “as opposed to
voodoo magical incantations where you have no idea where
they’re coming from.”

The YouTube lectures got their start six years ago when Mr.
Khan needed a way to help a cousin catch up on high school
math. They are startlingly simple. Each one covers a single
topic, like long division or the debt crisis, usually in a bitesize 10-minute segment. The viewer hears Mr. Khan talking,
in his typically chatty, older brother sort of way. But his face
is never seen, just his scribbles on the screen. More recently
he has included two outside specialists to give lectures on art
history topics like the Rosetta Stone and Caravaggio.
Today, the Khan Academy site offers 2,700 instructional
videos and a constellation of practice exercises. Master one
concept, move on to the next. Earn rewards for a streak of
correct answers. For teachers, there is an analytics dashboard
that shows both an aggregate picture of how the class is doing

“Combining Khan with that kind of
teaching will produce the best kind
of math,” she argued. “Teachers are
more effective because they have a
window into the student’s mind.”

Ms. Tavenner’s students here inhabit a world that seems
distant from the dazzle and wealth of adjacent Silicon Valley.
Nearly half come from families where English is a second
language. Forty percent qualify for free lunches. So pervasive
is gang violence in the area that school uniforms have been
mandated as a safeguard against the display of gang colors.
Not all students have a computer at home, or parents who
can help with homework.
Math class at Summit on one afternoon this fall began like
many around the country. Mr. Roe was at the whiteboard at
the head of the room, explaining order of operations — the
math concept that dictates the sequence in which calculations
should be performed in a long equation. Handouts were
passed out, and there was a series of questions and answers.
In the second hour, the students were huddled over laptops,
each working on a different set of exercises. Nicole
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and a detailed map of each student’s math comprehension.
In other words, a peephole.

6
Bermudez, 14, was on geometry. She had trouble with math
in middle school. Her teacher, she said, had no time to help
her, and her mother did not have the patience. “She would
just yell at me. She would say, ‘You can’t get it? This is
simple math.’ ”
The Khan Academy software, she pointed out, offers hints
and instructional videos to nudge her ahead. It waits until she
has mastered one concept before she can move on to the next.
She can ask Mr. Roe when she is really stuck.
In the back of the class, two girls wearing headphones
watched one of Mr. Khan’s videos. Moses Rodriguez plodded
slowly through some exercises, his attention occasionally
wandering until Mr. Roe came around and prodded him. The
classroom was quiet, apart from the occasional eruptions of
victory.
“Is your brain hurting yet?” one girl asked her neighbor.

Apple TV Rumor
Continued from page 1.

The report said it’s a “major Japanese company” that’s
involved in manufacturing Apple’s rumored television set.
Echoing previous claims, the report said that the Apple
television will feature Siri integration, allowing users to
control the TV set with their voice.
Powering the rumored television will be a new processor
expected to debut in Apple’s third-generation iPad, which
the publication said will arrive “midway through 2012.”
Presumably that processor will be an “A6” custom-built
ARM-based CPU.
Apple’s anticipated high-end 55-inch model is expected
to compete with “smart TVs” from established television
makers like Samsung and LG. Those companies’ nextgeneration TV sets are expected to have new features like
faster processors, a “combination of OLED display,” and
“Super HD” from LG, the report said.
Rumors of an Apple television set have picked up steam
since the release of the authorized biography of Steve Jobs.
In that book, Jobs hinted to biographer Walter Isaacson that
Apple was at work on a completely new device that would
feature “the simplest user interface you could imagine.”
Reports have suggested that Apple’s anticipated television
set could arrive as early as mid 2012, while others have
seen Apple announcing it in late 2012 for an early 2013
sale date.

Internet SIG
Continued from page 3.

You’ll also want to turn off Tag Suggestions and Friends
Can Check You Into Places. Tag Suggestions allows
Facebook’s facial recognition system to tag you in
photos. Friends Can Check You Into Places could allow
your friends to reveal your whereabouts with the mobile
Places app.
Under Apps and Websites, look at the apps, games and
websites you use and decide if you want to edit or delete
them. Websites such as Bing, Rotten Tomatoes and games
use and share your profile information to personalize your
experience.
I would unclick all the options under “How people bring
your info to apps they use.” You should also turn off Public
search, especially for minors. That will keep a preview of
your Facebook profile from appearing in a Google search.
The Blocked People and Apps section can help you manage
problematic friends and apps. This is the section you want
to visit if someone is bullying you.
Finally, if you’re searching for a job or think you may soon,
I’d recommend a very cautious approach to social sharing.
The most innocent photo from your recent trip or political
comment (even a “like”) can paint a less-than-professional
picture for hiring managers.
And don’t think they won’t check you out; these days it’s
just part of the hiring routine. Better to share sparingly
than be sorry.

Program Coordinator
Continued from page 1.

The December meeting will be held at St. Mary’s Hospital
in the Leonard Board Room on Wednesday, December 14,
2011. The meeting will begin at 7 p.m. St. Mary’s Hospital
is located at 1300 Massachusetts Avenue in Troy NY.
However, the best route to take from the Northway is the
following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Merge onto NY-7 East from the Northway.
Follow Route 7 to Troy where it becomes Hoosick Street.
Turn left on Oakwood Avenue (10 Street/NY-40) which is
the first light after the bridge and bare right.
Turn right on Sausse Avenue. Turn left onto Lindenwood
Court. When you come to the first entrance to the hospital
parking lot, turn left and park.
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Apple Ambassador
Continued from page 2.

won’t be able to see what you’ve printed out because
the words will be jumbled with the text written below.
Luckily this doesn’t happen with a computer and your
new document or file can be saved right over the top of the
other and you’ll be none the wiser. Are you confused yet?
If you are, it’s okay. Here’s a better example:
Let’s say you have five files: A, B, C, D, and E. You don’t
need B anymore and you want to save a new file called
F. The computer will save it like so: A, F, C, D, and E.
If B was 1GB and F is 1.5 then it will look like this: A,
F(1), C, D, E, F(2). Over time this will just get more and
more complicated as you keep moving files and deleting
them and saving new ones. This process is called disc
fragmentation, and if this happens a lot, like on computers
that have been running for three or more years, then this
can cause instability in the hard drive and even a slow
computer.

like the other operating systems. After the installation
of the system updates on the Mac operating systems, the
computer has the ability to itself optimize the files and
applications. The system uses disk optimization process
for the purpose of relocating of files, as they start up piling
in the hard drive. Such an action is performed in order
to speed up the process of gaining access to data as well
as moving towards the head of the hard drive. However,
by such an action of rearrangements tends the file to get
fragmented. When this process of fragmentation almost
compiles f a larger portion of the hard drive, it is time to
get the drive defragmented. The Mac operating systems
does not have any in-built feature of defragmentation but
cleaning of the hard drive and reinstallation will work as a
defragment tool. The process of defragmentation of a Mac
hard drive is now explained below:
Go to the ‘Disc Utility’
program located in
the folder of ‘Utilities’
within the directory of
‘Applications’’. Highlight
the drive that requires
defragmentation from
the provided list and let
the application repair the
permission. This way is
very easy to rectify some of the common errors of the
operating system that could be major reason for the slowing
down of the hard drive.
Search for a program so as to defrag the system. There are
several free utilities that operate on the Mac hard drive
but the user should consider the purchased product offers
purchasing an uninstallation application because of the
level of support and stability that. The defragmentation
program includes iDefrag and Disc Warrior.

Defragmentation is the process of moving all of the
files around so they are all in the one place. As you can
imagine, this will make it a lot easier for the computer to
find a file and thus it will load a lot more quickly. There
are a lot of programs that will defragment your computer
but remember to look around and find one that seems
responsible and reputable.
Defragmentation of a Mac Hard drive
The Mac operating systems are also unique in the sense
is that it does not require to be defragmented regularly

Schedule the time of defragmenting the Mac system when
you do not want to use it for a longer time. No matter which
application has been selected, the defrag process can last
up to several hours depending on the data stored on the
Mac hard drive. There are several defragging companies
that recommend their user to run the program overnight.
Analyze whether that after the completion of the process,
the Mac hard drive has shown some signs of improvement
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Create a backup of all the data that is saved on the hard
drive on which the defragmentation process is to be taken
place. The uninstallation application has the tendency
to lose all the saved data files within it. The process
of defragging is also a time taking procedure and the
guarantee of being safe in terms of data is also quite low.

8
or not. Some common indications can be the opening of
large file and applications will be faster than before and
will be performed in few seconds only. If the piling of
the hard drive was more than 75 percent, the affect on the
performance will be noticed greatly.

Warnings for Defragmentation
If you are engaged in the activity of creating large files
frequently, the chance to get the hard drive fragmented is
raised to a higher degree.
The Mac hard drive should be defragmented when the piled
up volume is near to maximum capacity.

Attention GAAB’er
Members
Please pay your 2011-2012
dues to Cecila MacDonald.

Rumor: Apple’s iPad 3 Will Be Slightly Thicker with Same
Screen Size
from AppleInsider

Apple’s third-generation iPad will be slightly thicker than
the iPad 2, but will have the same 9.7-inch screen size,
and will continue to support the magnetic Smart Cover,
according to a new report.
Citing an Asian supplier who is allegedly crafting
components for Apple’s next iPad, Japanese blog
Macotakara that the next iPad may be thicker for an
“unknown reason.” That means third-party cases that
cover the back side of the device will not be compatible
with the next iPad.
However, Apple’s first-party magnetic Smart Covers
will remain compatible with the third-generation iPad,
the source reportedly said. That’s because the new iPad,
despite being slightly thicker, will have the same rounded
side as the iPad 2.
In addition, two back covers claimed to be from prototype
iPad hardware are available for sale on the global
commerce site Alibaba.com. The plain aluminum backs
do not show an Apple logo.
One reason for a thicker frame on the third-generation
iPad could be the components necessary to include a highresolution Retina Display. Numerous rumors have pointed
toward Apple increasing the screen of its iPad with a new
model anticipated in 2012.

Apple introduced the Retina Display branding with the
iPhone 4 starting in 2010. By packing more pixels onto
the same screen size, Apple has boasted that the individual
pixels are so small that they cannot be distinguished by
the human eye.
In order to include a Retina Display, Apple may adopt
entirely new display technology. One report in November
suggested Apple would use IGZO displays from Sharp to
reach a 330 dots-per-inch screen resolution. But that report
claimed the IGZO display would also allow for a future
iPad to be thinner, not thicker.
Other reports, however, claimed that Apple would utilize a
dual-LED light bar system to illuminate the Retina Display
of a third-generation iPad. Apple’s apparent difficulties
with the higher resolution displays and new LED backlight
designs were said to have already affected the launch
schedule of the next iPad.
Some of the confusion surrounding the next iPad coming
from Apple’s supply chain could be explained by a report
from early November, which alleged that Apple has tasked
its suppliers with the development of two tablet projects,
code-named “J1” and “J2.” Both of the new models were
said to have different sizes, specifications and technologies
from the current-generation iPad 2.
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iPhone’s Siri: Psychological Poison?
by Dr. Keith Ablow, FoxNews

For those who haven’t yet heard of
Siri, “she” is the virtual assistant
programmed by Apple into the iPhone
4s. She recognizes many words and
requests (though often imperfectly)
and is, therefore, able to send emails,
put reminders into “her” owner’s
schedule, and generate GPS directions.
Just tell her, “Siri, I want pizza,” and
Siri says, in a female voice, “I’m
checking your current location . . .
I found 13 pizza restaurants. Eight
of them are fairly close to you.” She
then lists the restaurants on the iPhone
so you can choose one. With a polite
tone, she will apologize if she doesn’t
understand your voice, “Ok, I give up
. . . could you try it again?”
Siri is even funny. Tell her you love
her, and she replies, “All you need is
love. And your iPhone.” Or, “You are
the wind beneath my wings.”
Funny, right? Well, not really—not
when you stop to consider that you
have just been coaxed to interact
with a virtual entity. Perhaps without
thinking about it, you have tacitly
agreed to use a proper name to refer
to a computer program, to agree the
computer program has a gender, to
laugh at “her” quips and to rely on
her to guide you to places to eat or to
give you a reminder about when to
call home.
Now, many people—including some
psychiatrists—would say that this is
all entirely harmless. But I believe that
personifying machines and interacting
with them as quasi-beings actually
dumbs down our interpersonal skills

December 2011

and encourages us to treat other
people like machines. Ultimately, it
diminishes our ability to empathize
with one another, because we’ve been
chatting up a non-existent person and
can get used to considering real people
as essentially non-existent, too.
To the extent that people become
“attached” to Siri and “rely” on
Siri and think Siri is “funny,” they
are just a tiny, tiny bit less likely to
value a friend’s responsiveness, or a
colleague’s help or even to appreciate
the nuances in tone of voice that real
humans use to convey emotion and
communicate with one another.
I have laughed at Siri. I have gotten
angry with Siri and called her names. I
have told my kids, when Siri helped me
get to a frozen yogurt joint I couldn’t
find, “Siri is amazing.” And, just now,
in this very paragraph, I didn’t hesitate
to refer to a computer program by
name and use the adjective, “her.”
Because there isn’t any other way to
speak of this interactive program. Its
existence requires that we treat it as
if almost alive. And that means that
people who are actually alive and give
us directions or answer our questions
or joke with us are cross-contaminated
with the technoviral quality of
machines. They are “Sirized,” which
means they are downsized in their
humanity.
To the small extent that we say we
“love” Siri or use “her” name or rely
on her to get us out of a jam (even if
it is just being lost), we cut ourselves
free from the interpersonal tethers that
bind us, one to another, and which act
as insulation against acting toward one
another in dehumanizing ways.
So, next time you see a group of kids
beat another kid and post the video on
YouTube, or marvel at how someone
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From my perspective as a
psychiatrist, Siri, the iPhone’s virtual
assistant, could prove more toxic
psychologically than violent video
games or some street drugs.

could ruin her life by humiliating
herself on Facebook or find yourself
at a loss to remember the name of a
restaurant or how to drive to that park
you’ve been to a half-dozen times, you
can thank the likes of Siri.
That’s why I told Siri just now, “Siri,
I hate you.” She seemed irritated. She
said, “Noted.” But she’ll still give me
directions and send my emails. So, it
doesn’t really matter that I told her
that. That’s the point.
Scream into the void enough, and your
words and emotions will eventually be
no better than a machine’s.
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The Joke’s on Your Computer:
The Latest Humor Coded into Software
by David Pogue, Scientific American

In Google Maps, the distance-measuring tool offers a
choice of three unit systems: Metric, English or “I’m
Feeling Geeky.” If you click the third one, you’re offered
a long list of, ahem, somewhat uncommon measurement
units, including parsecs, Persian cubits, and Olympic
swimming pools.
Mac OS X’s text-to-speech feature, meanwhile, lets you
endow your Mac with any of dozens of different human
voices. Each speaks a funny sample sentence. The Fred
voice says, “I sure like being inside this fancy computer.”
The quaking, semihysterical Deranged voice says, “I
need to go on a really long vacation.” The alien-sounding
Trinoids voice says, “We cannot communicate with these
carbon units.”
On YouTube, if you pause a video and hold down the up
and left arrow keys, you trigger a secret game of Snake.
Try to guide the increasingly long snake’s body around the
screen with your arrow keys without tripping over yourself.
In each of these cases, some programmer deep inside these
megalithic corporations exhibited a sense of humor—a
display that somehow made it past committee, through
the lawyers and out into the world.
In the olden days—10 or 20 years ago—this sort of
playfulness in software was more common. Software
engineers took pride in embedding into their code all
manner of jokes, whimsy and Easter eggs (hidden surprises
triggered by unlikely sequences of keystrokes).
Some of it was simple pride. Easter eggs often took the
form of programming credits; after all, programmers
usually don’t get any public recognition, not even in the
user guide.

and then pressed a scroll button, a photo of himself with a
buddy, tuxedoed at Palm’s annual Christmas party, would
inexplicably appear.
In time, though, Silicon Valley’s corporate bosses began
to frown on the practice of burying jokes in software. Part
of the reason was quality control: by definition, an Easter
egg is an untested feature. It’s a loose cannon that could,
in theory, interfere with other, more important parts of the
program. It made the overlords nervous.
Another problem was employee retention. When
programmers buried their own names into their work, they
were, in essence, advertising their own skills. Their names
were clearly displayed for inspection by headhunters at
rival software companies.
Finally, there’s the simple matter of corporate image. An
Apple or a Microsoft or a Palm may spend millions to
create a certain public image of professionalism. The last
thing its image meisters want is some rogue animation of
a taxi driving across the screen during an important public
demo. (Which actually happened to Palm. The taxi Easter
egg was removed shortly thereafter.)
These days, the spirit of in-jokes and whimsy lives on, but
it has moved to new addresses: video games and movies—
especially movies on DVD. Software jokes still live on in
mainstream apps, but they’re less ambitious, and most of
them seem to come from Apple and, especially, Google.
Inside jokes lurk on the icon for Apple’s TextEdit, for
example (view the icon at the largest possible size). Or
turn on the Mac’s Speech Recognition feature and say to
your computer, “Tell me a joke.”

Often the buried humor in software consisted of elaborate
inside jokes. In the original system software for the Palm
Pilot, for example, programmer Ron Marianetti created
an animated taxicab, resembling a fat Volkswagen Beetle,
programmed to race across the screen at random times—a
tribute to the Pilot’s original proposed name, the Taxi.

Or search Google for “recursion” and click the “Did you
mean?” suggestion. Or call up the Sydney Opera House in
Google Earth and then spin around to the waterfront side; a
late, great TV celebrity waits for you there. Or ask Google
Maps to give you the directions from Japan to China and
marvel at Google’s suggestion for getting across the Pacific
(step number 42).

Across the hall, fellow engineer Chris Raff embedded an
Easter egg of his own. If you held down your stylus in the
lower right corner of the handwriting-practice game screen

Thank you, anonymous programmers; keep it up. You’ve
made it clear that software can do more than make us
productive—it can also make us happy.
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